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S

S for giving Choices and
Steps
P
Consequences

Steps
Negotiating
Steps
for for
Negotiating

1 S Be clear and specific about the positive and negative choice of
behaviour, and the positive and negative consequences that will follow.
21

Relate
the behaviour.
Work the
outconsequences
that there is to
a difference
of opinion.

32

Choose
consequences
thattomean
to of
theview.
child.
Invite the
other person
givesomething
their point

43 Don’t
usethe
threats,
threatening
manner,
Reflect
otheraperson’s
view
back or
to ultimatums.
make sure you have
5 Don’t
a choice when
reallygive
understood
it. there isn’t one.
64 Choose
consequences
you can keep to (without “punishing” yourself).
Give your
point of view.
75 Don’t
demand
instanttoanswer
give the
child
a few
reflect.
Ask the
otheran
person
reflect– back
your
point
of moments
view, to tomake

sure they have understood it.

It can be tricky to know what behaviour we want. It can be equally hard to risk
6 Offer the
a compromise
both views
describing
behaviour youthat
don’ttakes
like, which
is ofteninto
howaccount.
the child has already
begun
to behave.
But you don’t
let it go on forinvite
ever. the
Whichever
behaviour
7 If your
compromise
isn’t acceptable,
other person
to the
childsuggest
chooses one.
next, you apply the consequence that matches it.
often seem harder in theory than they are in practice. Here’s an
8 Things
Continue to negotiate until a compromise is agreed.
example of Choices and Consequences.

Joya, you have a choice.
You can either let me talk on the phone
or you can interrupt me.
If you choose to let me finish my call
then you can use the phone later to talk to your friends.
If you choose to interrupt me again
then you can’t use the phone again this evening.
It’s up to you – it’s your choice.
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